Chen and Hsiao make an interesting observation on the pathology of severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS). Although the nature of the cells with positive *in‐situ* signals has not been confirmed by double immunofluorescence--fluorescence *in‐situ* hybridization (FISH) analysis in the letter, we agree that the cells represent macrophages. However, these features were not seen in our limited number of autopsy cases [1](#bib1){ref-type="ref"}. In fact, although such positive signals in macrophages were noted in the one case described in their letter, they were not present in the other cases reported by the authors [2](#bib2){ref-type="ref"}. Thus, this observation appears to be an uncommon event. Given the phagocytic nature of macrophages, it is not surprising to see macrophages picking up various cellular and viral components in areas of tissue destruction. Nevertheless, there is no convincing evidence that macrophages can be directly infected by SARS‐CoV: the virus has not been isolated or cultured from histiocyte/macrophage‐rich organs, including spleen and lymph node, and ultrastructural studies have also failed to detect viral particles in macrophages [3](#bib3){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#bib4){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#bib5){ref-type="ref"}. Furthermore, angiotensin‐converting enzyme 2 (ACE2), the newly identified functional receptor for SARS‐CoV, is not known to be expressed by macrophages. However, as we suggested, aberrant immune responses contribute significantly to the pulmonary and extra‐pulmonary manifestations of SARS, and macrophages are likely to play an important pathogenic role in this disease.
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